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Darkflash DCS360 CPU liquid cooling (white)

Darkflash DCS360 computer water cooling (white)
Ensure the right working conditions for your computer and give it a unique, modern character. Darkflash DCS360 water cooling provides
effective heat dissipation and extremely efficient performance. It also stands out with its colorful ARGB backlighting. It is also compatible
with both Intel and AMD processors. Its installation will not be a problem for you - it only takes a few moments! The DCS360 also has a
built-in PWM hub (with 3 ports).
 
Wide compatibility
No  matter  what  kind  of  processor  you  equip  your  computer  with  -  Darkflash  water  cooling  will  probably  be  compatible  with  it!  The
DCS360 works seamlessly with Intel (LGA 115x, 1200, 1700, 2011, 2011-v3 and 2066) and AMD (AM5, AM4, AM3+, AM3, FM2 and FM1)
platforms.
 
Stunning design
Thanks to its colorful ARGB backlighting, the cooler catches the eye and gets a modern, gaming feel. This is an excellent option for all
gaming enthusiasts and more! An additional advantage of the device is the elegant design of the water block. All  this means that the
DCS360  cooling  will  make  a  perfect  duo  with  a  transparent  case  -  this  way  you  will  get  a  truly  stunning  visual  effect.  You  can  also
synchronize  the  product  with  the  motherboard  (only  5  V  3pin)  or  control  the  backlight  with  the  reset  button  (after  connecting  the
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appropriate cable).
 
Powerful fans
The DCS360 is equipped with 3 high-performance fans, which have as many as 9 blades and operate at a speed of about 800-2000 RPM.
Thanks  to  this,  they  can  provide  your  computer  with  cooling  at  the  highest  level!  Despite  such  high  capabilities,  their  operation  is
surprisingly  quiet  -  the  volume  level  here  does  not  exceed  30.15  dBA.  So  you  don't  have  to  worry  about  noise  when  you  play  your
favorite  games  or  work  on  your  projects!  In  addition,  the  fans  support  the  PWM  function,  thanks  to  which  their  speed  can  be
automatically adjusted depending on the current CPU temperature.
 
Always optimal temperature
The water pump of the DCS360 model was created from pure copper and is distinguished by excellent thermal conductivity. As a result,
it  provides  efficient  heat  dissipation  and  stably  keeps  the  CPU  temperature  at  the  right  level.  It  also  features  impressive  corrosion
resistance  and  long  service  life.  In  addition,  the  improved  design  guarantees  even  more  efficient  operation,  and  reinforced  tubes
effectively prevent leaks. All this translates into extremely efficient cooling!
 
Included
Water coolingThermal conductive pasteIntel & AMD mounting kitSet of screwsPWM connectorUser Manual
 
ManufacturerDarkflashModelDCS360ColorWhiteCooling  typeAIO  water  coolingCompatibility  with  AMD  processorsAM5  /  AM4  /  AM3(+)  /
AM2(+)  /  FM2  /  FM1Compatibility  with  Intel  processorsLGA 115x  /  20xx(V3)  /  12xx  /  17xxHeatsink  size394  x  120  x  27  mmNumber  of
fans3RPM controlPWMSpeed800-2000 ±10% RPMFan size120 x 120 x 25 mmPump connector5V / 3PINIlluminationYesSupply voltage12
VSupply  current0,6  AFan  illuminationTakVolume  level16-30,15  dBAWater  block  size71  x  66.5  x  45  mmTube  length450  mmIncluded
accessoriesThermal conductive paste, Intel & AMD mounting kit, screws, PWM connector

Preço:

€ 85.50

Jogos, Cooling, Active cooling
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